UWM’s Member Services Team:

Administration, Finance,
and Governance
Member Services provides guidance and support
in best practices for the business of ministry. This
includes: finances, budgeting, bylaws, policies,
procedures, and organizational development.

Credentialing for Unity Ministers and
Licensed Teachers
Our credentialing services guide and assist those
interested in deepening their commitment to
share the Unity message. We assist you in the
application process, guide you through each step
of credentialing, and celebrate with you when you
obtain your Unity license or ordination.

Ethics Review System
Unity Worldwide Ministries Ethics Review System
(ERS) is a compassionate and supportive peer
review process which explores allegations of
ethical violations. Ethical reviews are conducted
by members of the ERS Ministry Team which is
supported by the Director of Member Services.
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Member
Services
Member Services cultivates relationships and a
feedback-rich environment with Unity ministries
and leaders. Through leading-edge services and
resources we collectively prosper and evolve in
spiritual community.
The Member Services Team is the area of Unity
Worldwide Ministries that supports the work
being done by Unity ministries and leaders around
the world. We are dedicated to embodying the
purpose statement above, and finding ways to
serve, support, and collaborate with our member
ministries and leaders.

Evolving Ministries
This area of Member Services was formerly called
Ministry Expansion. In light of the immense cultural
change in our world, we are now using the term
Evolving Ministries. We support the creation of
new ministries—traditional and alternative—and
we support all ministries in continuing to engage
the question: How can we most effectively share our
message in our current culture?

Ministry Development Team
This area of Member Services provides UWM trained
and certified consultants to assist your ministry in
cultivating a learning environment in which the
organization is continuously developing its capacity to
function from a place of wholeness. We have two types
of consultants: Ministry Wellness Consultants facilitate
trainings and processes on a one-time or short-term
basis; Transition Specialists serve as intentional
interims, serving in a ministry for 1–2 years and
preparing the community for new leadership.

Ministry Transitional &
Employment Services
Member Services supports both member ministries
and member ministers in the transitional process,
assisting in saying goodbye gracefully, and guiding
you through the tenderness of the in-between
times. Our employment process includes support
in all aspects of employment: writing and reviewing
resumes, preparing for interviews, preparing
postings, negotiating contracts, and stepping into the
new adventure together.

Pastoral Support for Unity Leaders
Choosing to serve as a Unity minister or licensed
teacher is a sacred call. We honor those who have
answered this call, and recognize that this work
often stretches us. Member Services is committed to
cultivating relationships with our leaders and finding
ways to nurture you in your work of nurturing
others.

Spanish-Speaking Services
A number of our Unity members are Spanishspeaking and we are eager to support our Spanishspeaking ministries and leaders. This includes
translation of materials into Spanish, access to a
Spanish-speaking employee at UWM, and Spanish
interpretation at our Unity People’s Convention.

Worldwide Services
We live in an increasingly interconnected and
interdependent world, and it is time for us to live
into the term “worldwide.” Worldwide Services
is beginning to explore what it means to cultivate
relationships around the globe, create clarity
about what it means to be a worldwide presence,
and develop ways to maintain a coherent Unity
identity across different cultures.

Youth & Family Ministry
We celebrate the presence and vitality of the
youngest members of our Unity communities
through the development of comprehensive youth
and family programs which allow youth of all
ages to discover and express their uniqueness as
expressions of God.

